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1. General observations

• The IEF meeting was very useful as it clarified some of the key concerns, especially how BREF1

work should proceed regarding reference techniques and reference levels. This should be clearly
specified in a preface to all BREFs.

• Draft BREF consultation via website will have two possibilities :

- closed consultation for sensitive information,
- open consultation for public information.

• The question raised by Eurofer on directly associated activity and not answered at the IEF
meeting, but documented in its letter of February 18, is supported by UNICE.

• The IEF agreed that BATs and associated emission levels should be distinguished for new and
existing plants whenever relevant; this remains essential for UNICE.

• The appointed coordinators at IPTS for a given BREF should remain until final BREF is issued.
Indeed, the BREF on cooling systems has had two different coordinators since the kick-off
meeting and we are now waiting for a third coordinator to be appointed.

• UNICE would like to stress the need for better coherence between the two different legislative
approaches that presently co-exist (the new integrated approach represented by the IPPC Directive
and the horizontal approach), and to avoid expensive, redundant and sometimes contradictory
overlapping requirements.

2. Existing BREF work

• No final comments can be given on three chapters before the whole BREF is available.
Comments on the draft BREFs should be exchanged via e-mail to allow exchange of views
between IEF members.

                                                
1 BAT Reference Document.
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• UNICE does not support the request of some Member States to disregard the threshold set by
Annex I for the BREFs and to rubber-stamp the BREF per definition as the technique for all
installations regardless of the threshold limit.  The interpretation of the threshold limits needs to be
addressed.

• The finalisation of BREFs should not be subject to time pressure or political pressure.  The time
needed to produce coherent, efficient and useful documents must be taken.

• 6 weeks is considered too short a period to comment on draft chapters of the BREF, especially if
industry needs to consult shadow groups.

3. Cross-media aspects

• IEF members expressed very little support for a pilot study for a methodology aimed at cross-
media assessment at sectoral level, as proposed by the Netherlands.

• Cross-media aspects, which are not sector-specific, need to be discussed in-depth at the IEF
meetings.  Sector-specific cross-media aspects are the responsibilities of the TWG as it is
imperative for trade-off suggestions.

• UNICE supports the opinion expressed by the Swedish delegate (supported by other Member
Sates delegates) at the IEF meeting that cross-media aspects should be dealt with as far as possible
at local level in connection with the permitting procedure.

4. Reference techniques/levels

• UNICE's position on this matter can be summarised as follows:

- BATs are benchmarks of alternative techniques with their associated ranges of
emission/consumption levels

- BATs differ for new and existing plants; as BREFs will be primarily applied to existing plants,
the focus for drafting BREFs should also primarily be on existing plants

- BATs will be references for adoption of optimal site-specific solutions based on
environmental, technical, economic and local conditions

- Since techniques and emissions can have different impacts and costs depending on the site,
reference levels should be given as ranges to take account of diverse reality.

• Among the definitions proposed by the Commission, numbers 2,3 and 4 have some merit and
could be used as a basis for a final definition of reference values or "associated
emission/consumption levels".

• After a long discussion with the different stakeholders the Commission, as we understood it, made
the following proposals concerning the definition of reference values:

- The term "BAT" is defined in IPPC and should not be re-interpreted

- The term "reference values" is sensitive and not clearly defined, and will no longer be used

- The BREFS will present a long list of candidate BATs; corresponding to the techniques
applied on sites; this list will be qualified through information on technical applicability,
associated emissions levels, costs aspects, cross-media aspects
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- A shorter list of BATs will be derived from the list of candidates BATs; these techniques will
not be exclusive; BATs will be the best techniques applied in existing installations operation
under normal conditions; authorities will be able to deviate from this for local reasons

- BATs will be presented with "associated emission/consumption levels"; the value will be
qualified (i.e. exact coverage, conditions of appearance and meaning will be explained); the
levels will be given as ranges: the ranges do not include variations caused by differences in
raw materials, installations and other site specific conditions

- The list of BATs with associated levels will serve as a basis for discussion at local level.

Assessment of the practicality of above proposals will be made on the basis of the first
finished BREFs at the next IEF meeting.

5. Monitoring BREF

The discussions on monitoring were concluded as follows:

• The work should not duplicate the work done by CEN/ISO but should establish principles for
monitoring at local level as guidance for local authorities.

• Modelling is considered a low priority.

• IPTS will call a TWG meeting soon.  Industry will participate but IPTS should clarify the scope in
more detail beforehand.

6. Multi-annual work programme

• UNICE supports the proposal made to amend the work programme slightly to avoid too many
BREFs on chemicals to be worked on in 1999.

• The sectoral/horizontal BREF on waste water and waste gas treatment/management was
introduced as a result of the Paris Workshop on Chemicals and will be restricted only to the
chemical industry.

7. Production, translation and dissemination of BREFs

• Translation of BREF documents is a legal requirement for the Commission.

• One suggestion that UNICE can make if budget cuts are to be realised is that DG XI's first priority
should be to meet existing commitments and defer new initiatives in legislative work.

8. Next IEF

We understood that the next IEF meeting will take place in autumn in order to give time for
finalisation of the first BREFs should be sent in advance and in good time to all IEF members.

* * *


